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Web News 

304 Greenway Ave.  

Enterprise America, NY 

13220  

 

Top Stories of 

Enterprise 

America  

Dance Contest 

Today’s Weather 

Mayor’s 

Announcements 

And Much More! 

 

Are you a news 

enthusiast? 

Subscribe today to the most 

read on-line news in the city. 



 

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                 

Headlines 
 

 

Want Fast News? tune into 

212 Swift News 

Updated every 10-15 minutes 

 

Happy Birthday to: Evan Taylor    &     

Payten Cali  

 

Today is the day fifth and sixth grade 

classes from Granby Elementary come to 

Enterprise America City to run the city 

and learn how to handle a job. At 

Enterprise America, you get a job and earn 

money while working. You have two 

breaks to explore. Also to shop with 

friends. 

By; Anthony Labarge 

 

 

Responsibility: If someone was 

fooling around and you did not want 

to get in trouble with them, take your 

own opinion and be responsible and 

tell them to knock it off! If they don’t 

stop, tell a parent or an adult. That is 

how to be responsible      By: Elera   

A better world 

Once there was a little girl who 

wanted to make a change for the 

people in the world that did not 

have very much. She started to 

raise money and so did her 

brother. They kept the money 

they had in a jar. As they got 

older, they counted the money 

they raised. Eventually they 

raised over one million dollars! 

Their parents were surprised! 

They set off on their journey. AS 

they found poor people on the 

side of the road, they gave them 

each three hundred dollars. Soon 

all the money they raised was 

gone, but they were happy that 

they got to help all those people 

that did not have money 

The End         By Leah Sica 

Broadcast Center 

They got your beats… they got your news.  

 

 



 

  

Advertisements  
City Hall 

Are you in legal trouble? Have you voted for a new 

law? Come on down to City Hall to take care of any 

issues you may have! No problems come shake 

Mayor Ethan’s hand. 

Café  

Come down to Sweet Sensation Café! We are the hot spot for great food! 

We sell cool- aid, lemonade and water also popcorn and trail mix. You can find us at 

401 Greenway Ave. Syracuse NY. Remember to get your snack on. 

Delivery Center 

Enterprise Fast Delivery will deliver what you need 

as fast as we can like we always say, “Do it fast, do it 

right!” Our job is to satisfy our customers with our 

excellent shipping. Like we say “Do it fast and do it 

right!” 

Broadcast Center 

At the Broadcast Center we keep you updated with 

the news. Any information your feeling left out on 

visit and listen to the Broadcast Center. Along with 

keeping you updated we also play any music 

requested from anyone and everyone- make sure that 

the song you have chosen is clean and appropriate.  

We have got your beats we got your news it’s the 

Broadcast Center. 

Pathfinder Bank 

Come to the Pathfinder Bank where we 

keep your money safe. We give bank 

loans to all the Enterprise America 

businesses and give a paycheck deposit 

service.   
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